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TH3 B OARD 0 1? DI RECTORS 01 THY 

CRIPPLY CH57K II IIOT® & IB JVSLOPSGBffT C OMPANY, 

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 

Gentlemen: ~ 

mooiaplianoe with your request I herewith present a 

resume of those parts of my monthly reports, made "between 

Oct. 1, '02 and June 10, '03, which have to do with the 

Poverty Gulch Group and have included in it such information 

as I happen to have gathered since regarding this part of 

the property, 2h© fact that I have made no inspection 

the recent developments and do not have at hand any maps 

of the property hap made the task unsatisfactory to me, 

but on all essential details it is correct. 

A review of the report shows that there ar<^distinct —f 
veins on me property already discovered which have produced 

ore/ that there is a very large part of the territory which 

has not been prospected at all and that the, "crater" • 

Jz&dy is the largest knovro L-ft&g In tiio Cripple Greek 
A* 

District., 



POVERTY GULCH G ROUP. 

The Poverty Gulch Group embraces parts of Gold and Globe Hills 

extends across Poverty Gulch and takes in parts of Womaok Hill 

as shown on the accompanying map. The principal workings are 

the Plymouth Rock Shaft 600 ft. deep, the Plymouth Rock Ho. 1, 

1000 ft. deep, the Abe Lincoln shaft 650 ft. deep, the Gold 

Pass Shaft 400 ft. to the tunnel level, the Genevas Hos. 1,2 

and 3 about 560 ft. deep each, and the Chicago Tunnel, the main 

bore of which is 4179 ft. long and connects at its inner end 

with the Plymouth Rock Ho. 1. 

On this group is located the settlement at Summit consist

ing of a handsome two story, 6 room, brick office-building, a 

brick assay office very well equipped, a large brick supply 

house, a large frame bunk house capable of housing 30 men, a 

large frame boarding house with equipment to feed 30 men, and 

room to feed double the number, a three room frame dwelling 

and a stable, having 4 stalls, am! besides there are a number 

of lesser buildings. 

This group of claims, as compared to the Bull Hill Group 

is of larger area, is of less compact form, having several 

included and. excluded fractions, is much less developed and 
t 

offers greater prospective value. There is a great deal of 

absolutely unprospected ground Which is still covered with 

native forests. There are about 40 shafts on the property 

and probably 10 miles of underground workings. 

POHMATIOM. 

The geological structure of the Poverty Gulch Group is 

very complex for the reason that the granite shist floor under-

neath the porphyri-cr. and underlying a part of Gold Hill was 

apparently a hilly country, and workings are continually 

running through these little hills, being first in 'porphyry and 

then in granite or shist and then back into porphywy again. 



t ' f  ,  '  Contacts which were formed by the eruptives overflowing a com
paratively flat and undisturbed country, which as I take it, 
existed under a part of Gold Hill do not see® to have influ-

j f a u  d f a d c / f a C f ^  / f a t  s y C f a f  a  
©need the ore occurrence in anyway. ? In this part the ore 
bodies seem to stick pretty closely to dikes of eruptive rook 

as will be brought out more particularly in the description 

of the ore bodies. 
Besides the ground which is owned by our company there are 

in the immediate neighborhood four blocks of ground the control 

of which is held by the Stratton Estate, namely: 479000 out of 

950,000 issued shares of the Granite Hill M. & M . Co., 654,950 

out of 1,000,000 issued shares of the Matoa Gold M. Co.,627,000 

out of 1,250,000 issued shares of the Reno M, & H. Co., and 

966,960 out of 1,000,000 issued shares of the Starr King G.H.Co. 
• ' . .. Offo 

Che Granite Hill Co. owns the Granite Hill claim of 2 1/4 

acres in Poverty Gulch as shown on the accompanying map and the 
-If; Oro, of 7 1/4 acres which lies out in the granite North of the 

Cripple Creek Graveyard. 
The Matoa Co. owns the Half Moon, Harlan K. and Gold Pass 

Ho. 1 of 12 44/100 acres as shown on the accompanying map and 

also owns the S. W. 1/4 of the S. W. 1/4 of Sec. 30 T.S. 15, 

So. of range 69 ¥. being 47,794 acres. This company has pro

duced #625,775.00 gross and has paid #25,000.00 in dividends. 

The Reno Co. owns the Bon Ton, T. E. Merit & P et nearly 

10 acres as shown on the accompanying map. 

The Starr-King Co. owns the Pairview claim of 7,610 acres 

as shown on the accompanying map. 

THE MOON A NCHOR B ASALT DIKE: 

Going in the Chicago Tunnel the first two veins «mi might 

either one of them be the C. 0. D. vein which produced #400,000.00 

from the C. 0. D. workings. The next vein of importance is 

a basalt dike which is probably the Moon-Anchor & Gol d King 

basalt dike, which produced the bonanza ore shoot oh its cross

ing with the Gold King vein. 
cr\ju cfaCt/A  ̂



THE N. E. MM: 

On the tunnel level the N. 25. Vein is reached by going 
JtfcA 

North^on the Gold King Basalt Bike some 40 ft. The vein, 

which is also a basalt dike was drifted on Easterly for 300 ft. 

but no ore encountered in our ground. On the 350 ft. level 
lv; '•; ; ' ' :( , h,* 1 • 1 

and the 535 ft. level of the Abe Lincoln, however, this dike 

has produced 5000 tons of^#30.00^ore. In the Granite 

shaft what is apparently this same dike produced #30,000.00 

of high grade ore. The prospect west along this vein under 

the Granite Hill ore-shoot is a very good one, 

THE KUKRIS VEIN. 

Going south on the Gold King Basalt Bike about 50 ft. 

from the tunnel the Kurrie vein is found which ha© been followed 

1100 ft. in a direction nearly parallel with the tunnel. Supt, 

McCloud informs? me that ^xen this work was done low grade or© 

was found the entire distance but that no stoping was attempted 

at the time and the ore is still standing. I did not sample 

the vein myself for at the time of my examination no material 
vl ' 

reduction in treatment charges had taken place but under present 

conditions low grade ore has become very profitable and this 
^ A . * - ' v 

vein is of great Interest. 

V \ f\, 
THE GENEVA VEIN. . • ; \ V 

, — / ' f : % \ 

At a point in the Kurrie drift about 750 ft. from the 

Gold King Basalt Bike a crosscut was started for the Geneva 

vein and carried to a point 152 ft. over the line in Matoa 
'I ! '' \ 

ground, 1 V 

The Geneva Vein lias produced #250,000.00 of high grade V 
or© and is one of the best prospects in the cam#. The contin

uation of this crosscut would afford a very economical way of , 

working this splendid property. p 
: " ! " / • i fi t ' I. 

HALE MOON NO. L. 
s 4 

. Lj \ • 
The last round of holes in the Geneva crosscut shot into \ 



a strong Vein which assayed $4.00. The Half Moon ho. 1 rein 

ought to oo* e through ahout here end there are several thousand 

foot of undeveloped ground on this very productive vein Which is 

a good prospect all the way. 
% \  ifP< 'r"' 

j ] ' - . 
Gold Pass Basalt Dilce. 

Proceeding in the main here of the Chicago Tunnel « en

counter the Gold Pass Basalt Bike ahout 1300 ft. from the mouth 

of the tunnel. This dike has produced $116,000.00 of ore of 

an average grade of $70.00 per ton end has been prospected in 

depth hardly at all. In the Sold Pane mine the ore did not lie 

in the mass of the dike rook,but, north of the Sold Pass shaft, it 

lay in a quartsy vein to the Hast of the dike, while te=51w 

South of the shaft, the ore lay west of the dike in a similar 

quartzy formation. The work on the tunnel level has all been 

done ln_th_e mass of the dike ro<2k so t hat the very place to 

expect the ore has been left untouched. 

OTHER TRIE'S IS TTOHiEL. 

Between the Sold Pass Dike and the end of the tunnel, where 

several hundred feet of the great -crater" ore body is exposed; 

there are several voine shown. I have not as yet Identified any 

of these veins,but the Hoosier vein,which has produced about 

$120,000.00, is trending in this direction and the S. Porter 

Odd King has exposed a vein trending in this direction also. 

The Damon-Jerry Johnson should enter our territory on the 

north side somewhere but as yet it has not been sought for. 

This peouliar condition arises because Mr. Stratton bought 

the ground on that side before the Demon-Jerry Johnson became 

a bonanza. 

abb lihcolh vsijt. 

Returning now from the veins expos eo. In tHe tunnel w'l 

consider the veins in the western part of our territory before 

passing to that enormous body of ore known as the -crater'. 



The formation in the workings near the Abe Lincoln shaft show that 

there was a granite hillside trending roughly IT. B. which lias 

been overlain by erupt itfiifet and later on both the granite and the 

eruptives have been fissured by dikes. The two contour lines 

made by the intersection of the contact and the several workings 

on the two levels of the Lincoln show the trend of the granite 

ridge. It is a notioable fact that no ore bodies have been 

found right on this contact although they have been found close 

to it. 

The Abe Lincoln Vein trends H, B. passing close to the 

shaft on the 325 ft. level. This vein produced $120,000.00 

in or© of $30,00 grade prior to 1903 and I believe nearly as 

much has beai produced since but figures are not available in my 

office. A very nice shoot of ore was worked on the 325 ft. 

level south of the shaft and on the 525 ft. level an immense 

chamber was worked out at a point which appears to be a con* 

tinuation of the same shoot and more recently this chamber has 

been extended downward and upward it being found that only a 

little barren ground intervened between the large ore bodies. 

This Abe Lincoln vein is a very good prospect Indeed. It has 

been a vefy continuous producer of ore for many years and the 

depth that has been attained on it has brought forth no signs 

of impoverishment. The continuation of the vein to the ST. B. 

would pass just at the mouth of the Chica~o||Tunnel and between 

the C. 0. D. shaft and the "Crater". 

THB LILLIE VEIN. 

On the 325 ft. level of the Lincoln a drift has been run 

S. W. to the crossing of the Lillle Vein. This produced about 

$30,000,00 from the upper workings and we have done considerable 

stoping on it through the Lincoln workings. It is today a 

very good prospect. Like the Gold Pass Like the ore is 

associated with a dike and does not always remain in the dike 

nor yet in the LiHie Vein. The ore bodies sometimes lie be

tween the vein and dike and hence are a little difficult to 

find. The vein and dike are distant about 20 ft. 



W01IACK HILL TSIH. 

A long crosscut was run from the Abe Lincoln workings 

under Womack Hill and a vein was found there which yielded about 

20 tons of high grade ore. A gas vent was tapped about this 
• 1. . •? 

time and the men were driven out of the drift and nothing 

further has been done although thy-lowering tho lower lug uf thr 

wn.ter ? • nvnl "nnn rind-** this drift accessabie* 
A * 

PAUL VEIN. 

About 350 ft, IT. 1. of the Abe Lincoln shaft on the 325 ft. 

level, the Paul "Vein was discovered having a I1. W. trend. A 

little ore was stoped near where the vein war discovered. The 

continuation of this vein S. S. should cross the contact and go 

into the porphyry a few feet from ..where the work was discontinued 

This is a good prospect in this direction for many of the veins 

carry good bodies of ore in the porphyry in the vicinity of a 

contact. This vein carried or© in the May Q,u#en shaft and 

considerable production was made from the upper levels. 

LILLIH BASALT BIKB. 
i 

The west end of the Lillie crosscut taps the Lillie Basalt 

Bike. This dike trends IT. S. and dips sharply to the U. *. 

It was opened in the south Lillie shaft and in the Colo. King 

shaft and #30,000.00 produced from it. The prospect S. W. 

along this dike is a good one. Mr. Roberts who operated the 

South Lillie shaft at the time Mr. St rat ton bought it claims 

there is considerable ore still standing In sight at that point. 

TH3 TOP OP GLOBE HILL, 

I take up all that ground on the top of Globe Hill as one 

subject because there is no other feasible way to consider it. 

We have here a unique geological phenomena. The U. S. Geolo

gical report describes it simply as an area showing marked 

dynamic { force) action, which means, I presume, that natural 

forces, such as earthquakes, faults or the centering of a number 
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of fissures had resulted in a great shattering of the country-

rock, hut 1 think that In the light of developments made since 

the time of the U. S. Geological investigations we may safely 

say that the phenomena here portrayed show something of deeper 

seated origin than can he accounted for on the theory of earth

quakes, faulting or the centering of a number of fissures. In 

fact, the phenomena shown by the deep workings under Globe Kill 

indicate in no uncertain way that during the last stages of the 

Cripple Creek volcano there was some sort of a huge furaarole 

vent at this point. To a depth of at least 1000 feet, as 

Droved by shaft Plymouth Rock. ITo. 1, the om-tntpsf rook is tor-

"WB— 

gxadji_Jjo--h.(n,,cr to fill upL_a~-#tep<hrw 

Briefly stated there is, apexing near the Summit of Globe 

Hill, a chimney of shattered, laaolinigod rock. A horizontal 

section of which would not show an even boundry line but would 

resemble the shore line of a rugged coast. It is proven that 

the oross section is very much longer N. 2. & S. W, than in any 

other direction but beyond this fact any attempt at sketching 

its outline is hopeless. It is probably 1500 ft, long and 

900 ft. wide. These figures are just guesses but they give 

some idea of its size. 

Ho doubt an epoch of mineralising action followed the 

formation of this vent and the interstices of the loose rock 

became heavily charged with sulphides of various metals. Then 

the epoch of ascending mineralized solutions ceased and the 

period of descending oxidized surface water began and is still 

continuing. The sulphides were decomposed leaving the oxides 

of iron and manganese, which are very much In evidence. The 

soluble sulphates decomposed the feldspars in the broken rock 

fragments and large masses of kaolin and gypsum (sulphate of 

lime) were formed. These are also much in evidence. The 

dissolved metals were carried down to some point below our 

deepest workings and it is altogether probable that at the 

limit of the oxidized zone these metals will be found ooncen-

ers -
y CL; 



trated in a zone of secondary enrichment. The truth and wide 

spread applicability of the theory of secondary enrichment has 

become so generally recognized of late years that it will be 

unnecessary to expound it here. The only question that interests 

us is whether or not wa have evidence that gold in appreciable 

quantities has probably been leached and i©concentrated. The 

entire mass of this huge chimney is low grade ore and has been 

haply christened by the miners the "crater" I have taken 

several hundred samples at odd times in this mass and never 

failed to find values. I never took samples with a view to 

figuring the average value of the ore and hence I introduce 

here a letter from Mr. Geo. Keener who is probably the most 

successful mine manager in the district and who has been leasing 

in the "crater" for the last year. I will state, however, that 

my assays showed the same condition which Mr. Keener mentions, 

namely: — that the H. W, end of the "crater" is much higher 

grade than the S. S, end where the "Homestaker" mill is running. 

Geo. J. Bancroft, 

Denver, Colo. 

Dear Sir: -

My investigations and samplings of the ore showing in the 

various workings in the Globe Hill Crater of the St rat ton estate 

warrants the estimate that this body of ore is developed over an 

area 900 x 1300 feet and 800 feet in depth showing a large 

tonnage of an assay value of from #3 to #8, and I think will 

average §6, and as it is highly oxidized will be easily treated 

by any approved chemical px*ocess. Through this mass of ore are 

many seams and veins, some of which shew heavy sulphide ore of 

smelter grade, these high grades chutes occurring where the 

ground is tightened up. 

I am now working Blocks 54, 55, 56, and 60 and shipping 

three ounce ore from a sulphide vein wbioh runs north through 

these blocks along the west side of the crater, and as it holds 

its high values to a depth of 40 feet from the surface, I am 

starting a cross cut from the tunnel whioh will out it at 

considerable depth below the present workings. 



Prom an open hole 75 x 75 x 60 deep I  shipping 

oxidised, ore of one and a quarter ounce value which appears 

to be deposited in the form of a chimney of ore and in a winze 

which I  a-' i  no w sinking beneath this chimney, I  have encountered 

a streak which, a ssays four ounces. 

These chimneys of rich ore occur throughout the crater 

and four or more are now being worked aba from surface 

prospecting so much high grade float has been found that I  

believe many of these chimneys of smelting grade wild he found 

to exist there. It  is my o pinion that at least fire per cent, 

of the tonnage in this crater will ship above one ounce gold 

per ton. 

The formation is so loose that i t  requires l it tle blasting, 

so the mass can be taken down by caving at low cost per ton, and 

the high grade and sulphide ores exposed by this method of work

ing easily separated from the mill ore at no additional cost 

for working. 

The south end of the orater extends into the Ironclad 

claim, and the Homestake M. M, Co. are operating a cyanide 

mill treating 200 tons per day of this red ore, averaging f-2,50 

per toiij  at  a profit ,  and are just completing a 1000 ton per day 

extension of their plant. 

Their excavations of ore have not exposed any of the 

grade chimneys now b eing worked at the Summit mentioned above. 

The above letter which is the observation of an intelligent 

pr&otical man actually operating in this ore body is as good an 

estimate of i ts average value as could be secured. It  will 

therefore be seen that the oxidized portion stil l  retains gold 
9** values sufficient to make i t  very valuable from a commercial 

w W ,««, <» OBUJU Bawung evidence as to wnat values nave 

gone out of the material than what values stil l  remain,for the 

values which have been leached away we have every reason to 

believe will be found reconcentrated at a zone situated at the 

Yours truly, 

(Signed) Geo. L. Keener, 



dmUt 
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limits of oxidisation. Throughout the crater there are feeds, 

sheets and bunches of material so hard and quartzy that they 

hare withstood the disintegrating action of the surface waters 

and remain intact tc the present time. These bodies are nearly 

all of them high grade ore, running about #25.00 without sorting 

and are frequently entirely unoxidized and consist very largely 

of iron pyrites. Where oxidization has taken place it can read- -
f { 

ily fee understood that the compact character of the rock would 

fee unfavorable to leaching action. see therefore that the 

entire mass contains values and that those parts which remain 

unaltered contain high values. If we find that a solvent for 

gold has probably been present in considerable quantities and 

that the gold was in a form pecularily susoeptable to solvent 

action it will be to my mind a reasonable conclusion that the 

entire mineralised mass formally contained higher values than 

at present, 

Ac stated by It. A. F, Penrose, Jr. in his exhaustive Govern

ment report on the Cripple Creek District the sesquisulphate of 

iron is frequently found in the waters of the upper levels and 

it is well known that this salt is a solvent for gold. The 

sesquisulphate is formed by the action of free sulphuric acid 

on iron hydroxide. In an immense mass of ore heavily charged with 

iron pyrites large quantities of the hydratcd sesquisulphate 

would be formed. The gold of Cripple Creek was originally 

deposited as a telluride, which is a chemical combination be

tween telluriumjgold and silver, mm* faring the process of 

oxidation the gold is freed from combination and exposed in 

its amorphous form, in which form the gold is so finely divided 

as to resemble brownish soot and in this form it is readily 

attacked by solvents. Wo sea then that in those localities 

where large bodies of iron pyrites have undergone oxidation the 

conditions were favorable for very considerable leaching of the 

gold contents. 

Two interesting analyses were made fey Mr. Richard Pearce 

in 1894 on a sample of rock from the Moose mine. The first 



is an analysis of some crystals of sylvanite from one end of 

a email specimen. The other is an analysis of the oxidized 

products from the other end of the same specimen, 

Sylvanite Oxidized 
Gold 25.45# 7«0^ 

Silver 13.94^ »ono 

Tellurium 60.61^ 93 

In this case all of the silver and over 2/3 of the gold 

has b8on removed in the processes of oxidation. 

The rational conclusions from these investigations co

incides with the actual experience of some IS of the deep shafts 

of the district and all point to the fact that the prospect at 

depth in t/ia cr ater ore "body is an unusually attractive one. 

Suppose that the sulphide ore bodies Mr. Ket-er has opened are 

an indication of what will be found in the permanent sulphide 

zone. We would have then an elliptical ore body 1500 fz. long 

and 900 ft. wide assaying $20.00 per ton. This would yield 

$14,140,000.00; for every 10 ft, of depth. Of course 

probable that ore of a #20.00 grade would not occupy the entire 

mass even at the sulphide zone, but the figures are useful in 

considering the possibilities that await the development of this 

great ore body at that horizon, 

I cannot say just how much of the Apex of the "crater" is 

on our ground without making a special survey for that purpose, 

but my recollection is that about 3/4 of it is covered by our 

territory. 

The limits of oxidation in this part of the camp are at 

about 9100 ft. above sea level. The new drainage tunnel is 

lowering the water to an elevation of about 88uO ft. This 

would give 300 ft. of sulphide ore. The average e?.evetion 

of the surface of the "crater" is 10400 ft, xhis would give 

1300 ft. of oxidized ore. Talcing the dimensions and values as 

given by Mr. Keener there would be 91,910,000 tons of ore having 

a gross value of $551,460,000.00. Of course it is understood 

that this ore is not as yet blocked out. This is simply the 

way it figures out on Mr. Keener's estimates which I have al-



Shafting, pullays, baits, ©levators, ©to. 

Upright 5 HP boiler 

3i?.rge water 'bucket 

Small » • 

3, 1000 lbs. mining buckets 

About 75 fin© wooden pulleys, a* or ted rir.es, from Peck Hill 

Dean© Boiler feed pump 16M - 7" - 18" 

6 Bellows for blacksmiths shops 

8 TC 1 0 Colo, Iron Works Crusher 

Gardner Station pump 67 x 168 

St©am Winch 

6 x  8  i f ,  & S .  S ,  twis t  

4 Rolls of old cable 

3! Studebaker & Spring wagon 

Team of good, horses and two poor ones. 
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Shafting, pulleys, belts, ©levators, ©to, 

Upright 5 HP boiler 

Large water bucket 

Small " » ! 1 
1 • k 

3, 1000 lbs. mining buckets 

About 75 fine wooden pulleys, assorted sires, from Peck Mill 

Lean© Boiler feed pump 1 6" - 7" - 18" 

6 Bellows for blacksmiths shops 

8 x 10 Colo. Iron Works Crusher 

Gardner Station pump 67 x 188 

Steam Winch 

6x8 II. & S. S. hoist 

4 Rolls of old cable 

3" Studebaker & S pring wagon 

Team o f good horses and two poor ones. 
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